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focused writing exercises
word associations stream of
consciousness writing and friday specials
by elaine K horwitz the university of texas at austin

the current focus in second language anyone else have that one
education on the development of this exercise gives even the poorest student
communicative competence calls for a chance to answer a question correctly
instructional activities stressing creative after all every response is correct for the
spontaneous and meaningful use of the student who gave it
target language unfortunately students are
often in 2 once again give the students a wordunprepared to participate these types

but ask write down theof this time them tolinguistic experiences many teachers
first five words which into theircomefind that their beginning and intermediate
minds ask several students ofto report onestudents do well in structured oral activities
their answers perhaps the one they like bestdrill fact recall questions etc but seem to
or the one they feel is the most interestinghave little to say during free conversations

even sometimes it is fun to use a picture or evenadvanced students may have had little
blot the wall the worda nondescript on asexperience with communicative language

association stimulus since there are trulyuse the following sets of exercises word
words to be associated withno correct aassociations stream of consciousness

blot this underlines the ofpractice necessitywriting and friday specials have been
freely associating words rather than searchingdesigned to make students more flexible in
for a specific correct answer again allboth oral and written responses by 9givingav1ving should be reinforced the teacherbyanswersthem practice using language in inventive

unstructured and practical thus theseways
3 this time give students thirty seconds

exercises help to bridge the gap between the to write down as many associations to the
limited patterned of beginningresponses think of askstimulus as they can some
students and truly communicative language

students for their favorite word ask others
use

how many they were able to write take a

word associations show of hands to see who was able to list
the most words

word association exercises are based on
the premise that language students need the word association exercises should be
practice putting unusual combinations of done several times before moving to the next
words together before they can move from set of exercises students should be able to
pat responses to creative ones do the thirty second association with ease

before they move on to stream of
1 give students a word in english and consciousness writing

ask them to write down the first english
word which comes into their minds ask stream of consciousness writing
several students for the word they wrote
down reinforce every response with stream of consciousness writing helps
phrases like thats good how students bypass their perhaps
interesting you had the same word as natural tendency to carefully consider and
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meticulously construct an utterance before approximately three four or five sentences
articulating it thus creating a response in english of course the teacher should
which is more studied than fluent students vary the timing of the assignment to meet
should be given a set amount of time hisheraisher schedule A friday special could
starting out with one minute and working become a monday special andor be due

up to five minutes to write in english every other week friday specials are
they should be given the following appropriate for students at all levels even
directions beginners

take out a pencil or a pen and a piece the important part of the friday special
of paper im going to give you is the teachers response these assignments
minutes and I1 want you to write in english should never be graded the student simply
the entire time if you cant keep writing gets credit for doing them 1I have usually
about one idea change to something else if made them worth ten percent of the students
you cant write sentences write phrases and final grade the student gets an A for that
if you cant write phrases just list words ten percent if she has turned in all friday
you must keep writing in english the entire specials with the grade prorated accordingly
time im not going to collect this so dont the teacher should read the friday special
be afraid to write something private correct obvious errors and then write an

appropriate response in english the
As the students write the teacher should teachers written comment should respond

circulate to keep them on task it is personally to what the student wrote if the
important that this type of writing be done student says she saw a good movie give
without reflection if a student appears to your opinion of the same movie or say that
falter whisper quietly keep writing dont you have not seen it and ask if she thinks
stop to think remind himherhigher that it is you would like it at the beginning
okay just to list words when the time is students may have difficulty thinking of
up ask students if they thought the task was something to say and may resort to handing
hard if they were able to write sentences the in sentences copied from their textbook
entire time if they enjoyed the exercise etc the teacher should respond to these
do not ask them to read what they wrote to sentences as if they were meant to be
the class or share it with others the communicative oh why did robert put
purpose of stream of consciousness writing the red pen on the table and not the green
is to avoid the monitoring process thus oneorleorie and then add that you hope that he
they may write thoughts or linguistic writes something about himself in the next
forms they would not want anyone else to friday special besides being excellent
see language practice friday specials open up a

two way channel of communication between
teacher and student give students

extended writing individualized reading passages and generally
friday specials and personal journals help teachers get to know their students I1

have learned a great deal about student
1 many teachers use short journal likeilke interests experiences and difficulties

writing assignments but leemann and through their friday specials and I1 feel that
waverly 1977 were the first to use the term these writings make a large contribution
friday special friday specials are short toward establishing trust and rapport between

unstructured written assignments designed to teacher and student
focus students on the communication of
meaning the assignment is as follows 2 journal writing is a natural extension
every friday you are to turn in to me of friday specials for more advanced
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students students are asked to write at least communication of complex ideas students
one paragraph in a personal journal or diary do not have to expose their abortive attempts
on a regular basis to keep the writing to other class members or even to the
from becoming burdenburdensomesome I1 have generally teacher thus written activities can seem
required students to write in the journal only less evaluative and threatening
five days a week rather than daily in that additionally written activities can
way they can feel that they occasionally dramatically increase a students
have a night off teachers should respond communication opportunities during a single
to journal writing in much the same way as class session during an oral activity most
they do to friday specials the teacher can students listen while a few students answer
first point out important grammar errors and personal questions or act out a role play
then a personal reaction to the content situation even in small group activities
should be written it is not necessary to more student time is spent listening than
respond to every journal entry just those speaking
which interest the teacher or specifically ask
for a teacher response some general content focused writing exercises give students
reaction should also be included at the end of experience using language in novel and
the journal and sometimes the teacher meaningful ways within a comfortable
might want to add a grammatical explanation context they can help students move from
for a form the student consistently misused pattern manipulators to true communicators

one drawback to journal assignments is reference
the time it takes to read and react to them
for that reason I1 limit my use of a journal leemann elizabeth and lynn waverly
assignment to one class at a time and collect 1977 communication based beginning
the journals individually instead of the whole college french an experiment ppap 119-

129class at the same time in that way I1 feel in renate schulz ed personalizing
less burdened by reading journals and my foreign language instruction learning
comments are fresher and more spontaneous styles and teaching options skokie

IL national textbook
conclusion
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the reader might be surprised that an

article purporting to improve students oral elaine K horwitz ph D university of
fluency concerns only written exercises illinois at urbana champaign is assistant
certainly the second language literature professor of curriculum and instruction at
contains many excellent suggestions for oral the university of texas at austin where she
activities stressing spontaneous and teaches graduate and undergraduate courses inin
meaningful language use and this article second language acquisition and second
does not argue that these activities should be language methodology and coordinates
abandoned rather the premise here is that foreign language student teaching she has
writing provides an additional tool for published in the areas of individual
developing oral skills one perhaps ideally differences and communicative approaches to
suited to students who feel self conscious or language teaching her current research
uncomfortable expressing themselves in interests include foreign language anxiety
class although many of the suggested and student beliefs about language learning
activities can also be done orally writing
provides a safe and familiar haven for
students to experiment with new linguistic
forms important personal messages or the


